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At the conclusion of my first Annual Report as President of the
University of Windsor, I made the following general observations:
"Universities differ one from another almost as much as individuals do,
partly because of the accidents of history and of the part which staff,
students and alumni play in the building of unique tradidions. The Univer-
sity of Windsor has attracted much attention in the past two years by reason
of its very unusual evolution. Inevitably, now that it has emerged as a
non—denominational institution, under its charter of 1963, it will begin to
move in directions perhaps only dimly apparent a few years ago. Through
its federated and affiliated institutions it continues to draw strong and
essential support from those who cherish the Christian contribution to the
liberal arts. At the same time, through the availability of much increased
provincial support, the university is now able to expand its work in the
professional areas and in post-graduate studies, with every prospect that
it will rapidly complete the full transition, now under way for some years,
from the status of a liberal arts college to that of a fully diversified
university.”
In the light of this statement you will understand why I believe that
students at the University of Windsor during the year 1965-1966 have been
privileged to take part in a stimulating and important educational development.
I know from the comments of many of our students that they have been aware of
that fact, and that they have enjoyed the experience. They have been surprised
and pleased, as I have been, by the striking change in the campus within the
space of a few months, following the addition of several new buildings and the
completion of the fine landscaping between them. We are beginning to get our
first glimpse of the University of Windsor of the future.
I should like to extend congratulations and best wishes to those
students who have completed their courses and who now join the ranks of our
alumni, and I express the hope that we will be able to welcome back all of





   
    
      
    
A place to meet and exchange ideas,
A place to search and read and learn.
I H E U N IV ERS I I I
A place where Tradnion blends wi’lh l(he contemporary.









 and its many
an urgency to get places and get there
tast. Don't stop us world. Here we come.
yet all is not geared so fast.
time to digest a tew paragraphs while
walking alone.
a moment to find out who's tlunking
English IE or dropping Math 222
  
 faces
a cigarettei friends. and a moment
to forget about that Iab report.
time to pause and find yourseif.
or maybe [ust time to pause and let














a muffled laugh. something perceived
and enjoyed—lust for the moment
happy people. yet not always in
groups—often alone
some content to proceed slowly:
seeing. hearing. and doing in a
cautious manner—afraid to miss
one moment of happiness.
others wanting to move constantl
new people. new experiences. too
much to waste time on anything.
some with a purpose. others still
looking for one.
some individuals. others lost in














































REV. C. P. CROWLEY, C.S.B., DEAN OF GRADUATE STUDIES
 
 DR. J. G. PARR REV. N.
J. RUTH, C.S.B.
Dean of Applied Science







MISS E. McLEAN (Dean of Women) and

























SEATED: M. E. Goren, M.A., Fr. C. P. Crowley, C.S.B. (Head), Dr. D. M. Schwegel, Miss L. K. Smedick,
Miss S. Mofheson. STANDING: Dr. J. F. Sullivan, Dr. R. J. Smith, Dr. E. D. LeMire, M. Speigel, [. W.
Romanow, Fr. J. Quinn, C.S.B., Dr. E. McNamara.
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Fr. E. J. Crowley, C.Ss.R., Rev. Dr, T, C. Akeley, Fr. D. L. Egan, C,Ss.R., Rev. Dr. J. E. Hoffman, Fr.







Dr. R. Nelson, Mr. R. C. Pinto, Dr. J. N. Deck, Rev. F. T. Kingston, Fr. L. A. Kennedy, C.S.B., Mr. S.
B. Cunningham, Mr. P. F. Flood (Head), Rev. P. F. Wilkinson, Mr. J. U. Lewis, Fr. A. G. Kim, C.S.B.




















Mr. T. F. Condon, Mr. J. J. Bond, Dr. R. A. Helling (Head), Dr. E. M. O'Hem.






Mr. P. E. Vandall (Head), Dr. M. E. Sanderson, Mr. A. Blackburn.










Mr. B. D. Kingsfone. Dr. L. Page, Dr. C. Figuerolc, Fr. C. J. Drouillard (Head), Mr. W. S. Skokoon, Dr.
G. C. Dispas, Mrs. B. Zakon, Dr. A. Urﬁago. ABSENT: Mr. J. Lequin, Mr. T. Llanos, Dr. L. McCarthy,
Sister Morie-du-Crucifix, S.N.J.M., Rev. Mr. J. M. C. O'Donoghue, C.S.B., Sister Pauline of Mary,













Fr. J. J. Fiore, C.S.B., Dr. C, R. Morey.
DRAAAA










Dr. E. D. Briggs, Dr. J. C. Strick, Fr. J. F. Callagan, C.S.B.,
Dr. P. R. Burreil, Mr. R. H. Wagenburg, Dr. S. H. Hymans,
Dr. W. L. White. SEATED: Dr. W, G. Phillips (Head), Dr.
P. J. Shonfz, Dr. A, E. Kovacs, Dr. V. C. Chrypinski.
ABSENT: Mrs. E. Cunningham.
PSYCHOLOGY
Dr. V. B. Cervin, Fr. R. C. Fehr (Head). Dr. H. W. Kirby,
Mr. D. Richardson, Dr. S. A. Kushnick, Dr. J. E-. Callagan,
Dr. A. A. Smith, Mr. B. P. Rourke. ABSENT: Dr. M. E.
Bunr, Fr. J. A. Malone, C.S.B., Fr. J. T. McGouey, C.S.B.,
Fr. M. A. Record, C.S.B., Mr. M. W. Starr.
 
HISTORY
Mr. M. N. Vuckovic, Dr. K. G. Pryke, Mr. W. J. Couch, Fr.
J. P. O‘Meara, C.S.B., Rev. H. G. Hill. SEATED: Fr. D. J.
Mulvihill, C.S.B., (Head), Dr. J. K. A. Farrell, Fr. F. J.




Dr. S. Singh, Dr. E. R. Zokon, Mr. M. Krom, Dr. H. R. Atkinson, Dr. H. A. Eliopoulos, Dr. A. C. Smith,
Dr. D. 5. Tracy. SEATED: Dr. R. Courrer, Fr. D. T. Foughl, C.S.B., (Head), Mr. J. Lofromboise, Fr. W. F.
Nigh, C.S.B. ABSENT: Fr. A. R. Howell, C.S.B., Dr. C. Kossimaﬁs, Dr. P. Weiss.
 
PHYSICS
   
Dr. A. van Wiingaarden, Dr. G. Szamosi, Dr. D. S. Ainslie, Dr. J. Huschilt, Dr. N. E. Hedgecock, Dr. D. I




“MVERWY (BE Ella}.  
 CHEMISTRY
Fr. G. W. Kosicki, C.S.B., Dr. W. J. Holland, Dr. G. W. Wood, Dr. R. J. Thibert, Dr. K. G. Rutherford
(Head), Dr. S. J. Price, Dr, R. J. Niedzielski, Dr. D. J. McKenney, Dr. E. W. Chunnen.
CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING




   
Dr. S. N. Kalra, Dr. H. H. Hwang, Mr. J. J. Huschilr, Mr. G. V. Venkaresulu, Dr. P. A. V. Thomas




Dr. H. P. Herbich (Head), Mr. J. P. Ham, Dr. J. 8. Kennedy, Dr. C. Maclnnis, Mr. J. T. Laba, Dr. D.




















Mr. J. B. Gertz, Mr. J. M. Brownlie, Mr. P. B. Buchon, Mr. E. M. Basic, Mr. H. B. Ripstein, Mr. M. C.
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FACULTY of ARTS and SCIENCE
FACULTY DF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIDN
SCHDDL DF NURSING
SCHDDL DF PHYSICAL EDUCATIDN
FACULTY of APPLIED SCIENCE



















































   
     
S. Agnes Veronica, Waye nderson, Sharon Armstrong,
S.N.J.M., B.A. B.A. B.A.


















     ﬁx_, r, A
Elizabeth Barron, John Barry, Nancy Ann Barsanfi,
B.A. B.A. B.A.



























































Windsor Rochester, NY. Windsor Windsor
Harold Baumann,
B.A. (Hon.) B.A.






Paul Berry, John Black,
B.A. B.A. (Hon.)






Madeline Blackburn, Ann Bodnar,
B.A. B.A.




   A ‘
Michael Bondy, Ann Boschetto, Betty Boylan, Barbara Breen,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.































Belle River, Ont. 









































Sudbury, Ont.   
      
,¢
Joan Cozens, Kathy Davidson, Tino Del Grande,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.
Windsor Aoincourt, Ont.Amherstburg, Ont. Windsor
   
 




John Dempsey, Patrick Derrdl’e. Claudette Deschenes,
B.A. B.A. B.A.
Toronto, Ont. Aiox, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.
Dan Devlin,
B.A.
Kingston, Ont.   A
David Devaux, Cathy Donlon,
B.A. B.A.





      
Charles Donahue, Joe Donohue, Kevin Doran, RObe" DOY'e,
B.A. B.A. C.S.B., B.A. B-A-
Douglas, Ont. Sornio, Ont. Toronto, Ont. Elliot Lake, Ont
      
   
     
Carr Doyle, Juy bubois, ike Dubois, David Dudley,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.





















Steve Fleming, Wayne Flindall, Neil Fotheringham, John Frattolin,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.
Niagara Falls, Ont. Trenton, Ont. Ruthven, Ont. Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.  
   




     
  
  







Helen Froese, Thomas Gaffney, Norman Gagnon, Sofie Galan,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.




Rochester, NY.  
Joseph Gallop, Garry M. Gauthier,
B.A. B.A. (Hon.)





   
   
At _ ,1
A LP”;
Robert Gilbert, Alan J. Gold,
B.A. B.A. (Hon.)
Windsor Windsor
     :,
Steve Gombai, Michael Godmurhy, Doreen Gorayeb, James Gosselin,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.
Windsor Picton, Ont. Sornio, Ont. Windsor
  
 a. r ' A
John Slum? Gram, Ray Graveline, Nancy Gray, Shirley Greenhow,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.




Moidstone, Ont.  





Co’r’ram, Ont. ’66   
Harold Hands, Darlene Harris,
B.A. B.A.
Scarborough, ON. Windsor
         
Gregory Harris Lucille Hatch, Dean Hebert, Robert Helget,
B.A. B.A. BA. B.A.
Windsor Amherstburg, Ont. Windsor Rochester, NY.   










Scott Hunt,   B.A.Windsor






Port Credit, Ont.:5 ARTS
Ruth Johnson, 1 Arthur Kainz,
B.A. B.A.
Windsor Windsor
        
Marianne Kehl, Betty Ann Kelly,Anne Hilde Kaufman, V Jack Kehl,
B.A. B.A. B.A. v B.A.
Windsor Windsor Amherstburg, Ont. Loretto, Ont. ‘
A 4.
Christine Keily, Margaret Kemp, ‘ \ Helen Kinik‘,
B.A. B.A. . . B.A.
Windsor Windsor ' Kingsviile, Ont.
  
   
_...A
Maria Korol,    B.A.Sornio, Onf.


















Marc iachance, Janice Laframboise,
B.A. B.A.
Esponolo, Om. Windsor
   
 
Andrew Lang, Robert Lazarus, Harvey Lewin,
Madeline Lori,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.
A.
Goderich, On’r. Windsor Windsor
Windsor
    
Jane? Loudon, George Lueddeke, Larry Luvisoﬁo, Hughene Macdonald,
B.A. (Hon.) B.A. B.A. B.A.




   
    
    
  
   
   

















     5‘ . 4‘YVonne Maren'e’ie, Brian Marks, Paul McAuliffe, Jim McGuvin,B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.Windsor Windsor Toronto, Ont. Windsor
         
Maureen McGuire, Donald McKeen, lain McLeod, David McNamara,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.
Montreal, P.Q. Wheo'rley, Om. Ookville, On’r. Toronto, On’r.
     ’66
Milan Meleg, Louis Moison,
B.A. B.A.






















x      s '?L4 El
Lee Ann Newman, Sheila Nolan, Grant O’Connor,
Hugh O'Neill, ’
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.
A.
Windsor Windsor Sudbury, Ont. Toro
m‘o, On’r. L;
j
A _ _ -A- , , A a “ﬁg,
 
Michael Ouellette, Brian Pape Marlee Percival, George Petrunik,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.
Tilbury, Ont. Windsor Windsor Soult Ste. Marie, Ont.   
ARTS    
 















Leomington, Ont.  
       AGaye Queen, Kenneth Randall, Michael Ray, Don Renshaw,B A. . B.A. B.A. (Hon.) B.A.Essex, Ont. Windsor Windsor Windsor
  
Ronald Renzini, H Jne Reynolds Norman Rheaume, William Riegel,
B.A. B.A. C.S.B., B.A. C.S.B., B.A.
SUdbUFY, Onl- Leomingfon, Ont Chelmsford, On’r. Detroit, Mich.
’66
 
Philip Riforgialo, Richard Robinson,
B.A. B.A.
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Lynne Rozich, Marilyn 'Sl. Aubin, Robert Sandor, Rita Savchelz,
B.A. B.A. B.A. lHon.) B.A.





















Simcoe, Ont.  
Virginia Seech,
B.A.













W _ _ __ - , ,u 7%}...
   



























Ann Teleban,  B.A.Windsor
Susan Taylor, George Thomson,
B.A. B.A.
Windsor Oshawa On’r.    
Peter Taylor,
B.A.
Prairie Village, Kansas   
Betty Thorburn, Waller Thornton, Vladislav Tomovic,
B.A. B.A. B.A.
Amhersfbura. On’r. Windsor Windsor
 
ldo Tonellafo, Roland Trepanier, Sandra Trudeau, Beverly TUCk,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.
A St. Cafharines, Om‘. St. Joachim, Ont. Elliot Lake, On’r. London, On’r.
   
 v 73:1»; ‘ ,
  
   
   A
 
Donald Tupling, Rosalie Turner, Robert Tweney, Boniface Vaivods,
B. . B.A. B.A. B.A.


















   






































Paul Vella, ' Victor Vella, Susan Vidler,
F.S.C., B.A. (Hon.l B.A. B.A.
Windsor St. Thomas, Ont. Windsor






















_        ‘ l.
Paul Villani, Larry Vindischman, Kathryn Wagner, Valerie Wallace,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A. 3;
Hamilton, Ont. Windsor Windsor Windsor
  






John Warmenhaven, Clifford Weaver, Dorothy Weaver, Ronald Wells,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.






1' . Sudbury, Ont.
t Gary Westfall, Andrew Wickens,
: 8A. 8A.
Windsor Wolloceburg, Ont.
   
  
 






Raymond Willick, Jean Eva Woiewoda,\
: B.A. B.A.
Fort Erie Ont. Windsor
  





Wendy Wod, Robert Wright, Danny Zannier, Frances Anne Zurek,
2 BA. B.A. B.A. B.A.
Windsor Thamesville, Ont. Tecumseh, Ont. Montreal, P.Q.
 1
l
Margaret Beasley, Mary Ann Breen, Rosellen Burkart, Joan Butcher,
Dip. ng. Ed. Dip. ng. Ed. B. Sc., N. Dip. Pub. Hlih. ng.
l




    
      
    
Carol Champoux,







Dip. Pub. Hlth. N59. 1






Beoupre, P.Q.   
  
C i
Brenda Coulehan, Carol Dietrich, Ruth Disher, ‘
B.Sc., N. Dip. ng. Ed. B.Sc., N.
5: m




Helen Doktorcik, Elaine Dumouchelle, Marylou Duncan, Donna Durnin,
Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng. B.Sc., N. Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng. Dip. ng. Ed.
Delhi, On’r. Windsor Sudbury, On’r. Merlin, On’r. i
 Donna Foley, Robin Gall, Patricia Gilbert, Carol Ann Gosselin,
Dip. ng. Ed. B.Sc., N. Dip. ng. Ed. Dip. ng. Ad.
Kitchenr, Ont. Windsor Hamilton, Ont. Windsor
    
    
Marlene Grubb, Dianne Huwryluk, Put Healey,
Dip. ng. Ed. Dip. ng. Ed. Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng.
Walkerton, Ont. Chotham, Ont. Port Arthur, Ont.   
 
Barbara Hazlewood,
i Dip. ng. Ed.





Betty Ann Heinbuck, Mary—Joan Hughes, Gayle Huston,
Dip. ng. Ad. Dip. ng. Ed. Dip. ng. Ed.
   
Kitchener, Ont. Ottawa, Ont. Melbourne, Ont.
   
  
      
L7
Ruth Jack, bra Jaske, Pauline Johnson, Judy K aney,
Dip. ng. Ed. B.Sc. N. Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng. Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng.
Chatham, Ont. Toronto, Ont. Listowel, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.
   









   
Kathleen MacNeiI,
Dip. ng. Ad.
Timmins, Ont.    
Katherine McMillan,
Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng.
Gait, Ont.
Mary Angela Martin, Catherine Mates,











      
   















Grace Pizzacalla, Pat olack, Gale Purdy, Carol Renaud,
Dip. ng. Ed. Dip. ng. Ad. B.Sc., N. Dip. ng. Ad.
Thorold, Ont. Sudbury, Ont. Windsor Belle River Ont
 
   
    
Patricia Rogers, Nora Sales, Mary Schiller,
Dip. ng. Ed. Dip. ng. Ed. Dip. ng. Ad.










Dorothy Smith,   Dip. ng. Ad.Windsor
Carol Se‘ppala, Ellen Snider,
Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng. Dip. ng. Ad.
Lively, Ont. Port Arthur, Ont.
       
Marie Tayles, Kathleen Thornton, Janice Zentner, Dawn Zimmerman,
Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng. B.Sc., N. Dip. ng. Ad. Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng.
Chatham, Ont. Windsor Watson, Sask. Niagara Falls, Ont.













"—4 7 ~ ._---._,_
  
John C. Allen William Anderson, Gary Armstrong, Ken Bodder,
B.Sc. B.Sc. B.Sc. (Hon.) B.Sc.






Lawrence Beck,        B.Sc.Windsor James Brien,B.Sc.Windsor





Keith Conway, Edward D’Andrea, Tom Doepner, John Doucet,
B.Sc. B.Sc. B.Sc. B.Sc.
Strottord, Ont. Kirkland Lake, Ont. Bod Ems, Germany Niagara Falls, Ont.
   
Alfred Dunlop, Eric Epp, Nicolas Finney, John Guiry,
B.Sc. (Hon.) B.Sc. B.Sc. (Hon.) B.Sc. (Hon.)





























Jerry Kuhl, Slan Kukla, Larry Laframboise, Roland Leblanc,
B.Sc. B.Sc. C.S.B., B.Sc. (Hon.) B.Sc.











        A
Martin Levay, Ken Lister, Tom MacKay, Barbara Mahoney,
B.Sc. B.Sc. B.Sc. B.Sc.


















     
Alex QUinlOn, James Rennie, Pat Ryall, Robert Seidewand,
B.Sc. B.Sc. B.Sc. (Hon.) B.Sc.




~      
  
  
Thaddeus Shiner; Neil St. Clair, Harvey Sirosberg, Arlene Thurlow,
B.Sc. (Hon.) B.Sc. B.Sc. B.Sc.























         q,
 
Bruce Whie, Robert Wilson, . - - ' l Richard Winterburn, Daniel Womack,
B.Sc. (Hon.) B.Sc. (Hon.) B.Sc. B.Sc.
Windsor Windsor Windsor Windsor  .mwshjl
q
lu
   
   
   
   
    
   




B.A. Sc. (Eng. Sc.)
FleTcher, Om‘.
Gordon Ackerl, ‘ Larry Allen,
B.A. Sc. (Mech.) B.A. Sc. (Civil)
Chofhom, Om. Windsor
   
  gm













B.A. Sc. (Elect) B.A. Sc. (Chem.)





   
W Eddie La, Peter Ledu, John Madden,
B.A. Sc. (Civil) B.A. Sc. (Elect) B.A. Sc. (Chem.)
Toron’rO, Onl’. Windsor Peterborough, Ont.
   James Barry,
B.A. Sc. (Mech.)
Aiax, Ont.   











   
John Meleg,
B.A. Sc. (Elect)












   
  
















     
g...‘




Soulf STe. Marie, Ont.    
Allen Roof, Larry Scott,
B.A. Sc. (Eng. Sc.) B.A. Sc. (Civil)
Windsor Windsor   
   
George Tomko,






   
  Mike Williamson, Wally Wyszyns i,





















































   M) L   9   A ' .
Brion Buchand, Robert Bishop, Greg Blonde, Jock Breaton,
B. Comm. B. Comm. B. Comm. B. Comm.
Windsor Chathom, Ont. Windsor Detroit, Mich.
COMMERCE
 
Dave Cooper, Bill Cotnam,




Windsor   
Alex Davidson, Jon Fell,





Joe Harrison, William Hossett, Robert Henderson, Brian Kosto,
B. Comm. B. Comm. B. Comm. B. Comm.
Windsor Detroit, Mich. Thorold, Ont. Toronto, Ont.
       
James Kenny, Thomas Lachine, Dave Lindsay, Dan McArthur,
B. Comm. B. Comm. B. Comm. B. Comm.






Jim McFarlane John McNamara,
B. Comm. B. Comm.





















What do you mean pick If up?
 
Are you sure this is . . .
 
Future Leaders of the world
 
ROSH WEEKiACTIVITIES
"Where's My Teddy bear?"
 
Don'f movel It‘s ticking!
 
Butterfingers! Bcﬁer late than never.
The Tunnell to Dilion?
"What do you mean ‘It slipped"?
   
    
Princess Mary Staplefon
 
    Princess Vicki Wachna Princess Sandra Beauchamp
  
Queen Mary Ann Mulveney
Princess Carol Cameron









    








DANCES, AND JAZZ AND FOLK CONCERTSI















































Dr. H. G. Johnson, U. of Chicago; Rev. F, J, Boland, C,S.B., Ph.D.,
Director of Seminar; Dr. J. Ross Tolmie, QC; Chairman, Advisory
Board,
 
u ln early November the annual Canadian-American
f Student Seminar was held on campus. Among the
speakers were Barry Bluestone, U. of Michigan who
stressed the need for totally free, universal, higher
education, and James Dandy of the University of
Detroit who presented cooperative education as an
alternative to the present system. George Richards,
U. of W., stressed the high costs involved in increas-
ing aid to Canadian universities.
REMEMBRANCE
DAY
A moment to pause and remember those who gave their


































































One of The wildest, noisies’r, fun-filled
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sure lift your spirits.
Cody Hall
'












Hi! Brophy here for National Paper Company.
  
 












































with 4 cups of flour
Er slowly.





   
This roasted cat is getting better





pays to be a tiger.
Hello, Farher Fehr,
I'm having problems.





re right It reeks!
 
   
 
 
























any good bedtime stories?
Hey, Fred, do you know
What do you mean I need proof
 
 
   
  



















      
Hi! Bob Senior for KLEENEX here.
  
Yeh, Ray, maybe we should get a doctor.
Aren‘f these Chartreuse socks the wi!dest.
 
This Honours Bowling course is beyond me‘ Fidel, These Cuban parties have got to be the_wi|desf yet!
82
 
   So you see, fellas, Plato really did make 0 Significant contribution to society.
CREST really has changed my life and Times.
We can also do




Ger back] you fiend! I‘m allergic to submarine
sandwiches and pizza
What do you mean you can‘t whistle Dixie?
Then I Told her l was
married.
the mambo, foxAtro’r, tango, frug, swim, and






















By This Time we have seTTled ourselves and are now
ready To meeT The challenges of The oncoming school
year. If one is To squeeze as much as possible from his
brief sTay aT The UniversiTy of Windsor, These challenges
—academic, social, spiriTual, culTural and emoTional,
which exisT in every phase of our UniversiTy experience,
musT be meT wiTh maximum vigor and courage, analyzed
inTelligenle, obiecTively and maTurely and pursued Te-
naciously. Only aTTer wresTling wiTh These challenges can
one emerge from our school wiTh a genuine feeling of
TulTilmenT and saTisTacTion.
AparT from The obligaTion we have To ourselves, we
also have an obligaTion To every oTher sTudenT. We musT
convey To The people on The "ouTside", The unique and
dynamic TeaTures found only in our UniversiTy. We aTTend
The Canadian UniversiTy besT equipped To give us an
unsurpassed modern educaTion. The sTrengTh of This edu-
caTion (our educaTion) depends on how and To whaT
exTenT iT is demonsTraTed. Everywhere we go The infer—
preTaTion of our acTions will be applied noT only To our-
selves, buT To every oTher sTudenT of The UniversiTy of














   
S. Watson, B. Haran, S. Murphy, M. Frankie, K. Walsh, P. Searles, N. Barsanti, S. Morgan,
M. St. Aubin, A. Thurlow, (3. Bedford.
The U.C.W. is a body representing all
women on campus. Its main purpose is
to co-orclinate activities for women
throughout the year. Among the events
sponsored by them are the Sadie Hawk—
ins, the February Round—About, as well
as the Children's Christmas Party, and
the Careers Night.
UNIVERSITY COUNCIL OF WOMEN
WOMEN’S RESIDENCE COUNCIL

































Dr. R. Pinto, J. Goyeou, C. Sbrisso, M. Arbour, J. Wilkinson, Z. Knapp, E. Sebestyen, A. Hruchovi,
I. Nowokiwskyj, M. Stebilo, .l. Gervais, G. Stevens, P. Wigle, C. Mitchell, G. McMonus, J. Higgins.
LANCE STAFF
FRONT ROW: M. Arbour, J. Gervois, John Goyeau (Editor), A. Hrochovi.
BACK ROW: M. Stebilo, J. Wilkinson.
90
 





A. Sungo, T. Soda.
Cynthia Mitchell, Lorry Earle, L. O'Connor, R. Sunday, 8. Bowen, T. Bukovinsky, M. Johnstone, J. LaPorfc,
  
    
  
f1; Mr. R. Pinto (Faculty Adviser), J. Goyeau, N. Gray, .1. Fe”, L, O'Connor, K‘ Davidson.
‘é STUDENT GUIDE
 




A. lacobini, F. Fazio, F. Casagrande, T. D'annunzio, L. D'annunzio, L. Chiandussi, A. Tadashore,
L. Quaglia, R. DeLorenzi, T. Soda, G. Schincariol, G. Merino, F. Zanatta.




The Italian Club enjoys the
status of being one of the
fastest growing organizations
on campus. Under the guid-
ance of a capable and ambi-
tious executive, the club pre-
sents a well-rounded schedule
of activities each year. One of
their best known events is
their annual Italian night
which recreates the flavour
and gaiety of the old country.
Although fluency in the
Italian language is not a pre—
requisite, the members soon
pick up a very substantial
knowledge of the culture and
language of Italy.
  .. s'n(
  
SOCIOLOGY CLUB
R. Bienvenue, S. Froese, L. Roy, F. Chabot, M. Keough, W. FlindoH, G. Petrunik, D. Czuchnowsky,
V. Yoworsky, J. Devreux, J. Mockie, B. Pore, C. Domm, P. Greene, B. Dunne, V. Tomovic, R. Griffin,
K. Montgomery, J. West, J. Hastings, M. McClavey, G. Burke.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
J. Kenny, E. Kirley, N. Levy, A. Sungo, M. Rose (Pres.), R. Thompson, R. Dupuis, J. Redburd, A. Forkos,
B. Hozelwood, D. Foley, M. Goodmurphy, Dr. Kushnick (Advis.], D. Reinharf, B. SwindeHs, G. O'Connor,
L. O'Connor, 8. Sunday, J. Czochor.
  
NURSE’S CLUB
H. Harding, B. Hozelwood, D. Howryluk, P. Stevenson, H. Doktorick, B. Coulehon (PresJ, M. Hughes,
P. Hayward, G. McGugcn, B. Newell, C. Coboior, C. Campoue, J. Dowe, K. McMillan, P. Johnson,
M. Molloy, A. Nogoo, C. Nogle, P. Liberty, J. Zentner, R. Petrimoulx, B. Whitlocl;, L. McArthur, H.
MacDonald, M. Marquez, R. Burkcrt, J. Sargent, G. Huston, D. Foley, B. MUnroe, S. Hunter, J. Thorton,
M. Cowie, D. Smith, A. Morfln, C. Mates (VicerPresJ, C. Gosselin, M. Mocdonald, J. Campbell.
WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICES
OF CANADA
M. Arbour, G. Evans, M. Amen, K. Bomford, J. Smith, (3, Bell, K. Landry, C. Sbrisso, A. Long, D.
McPhee, M. Beeby, L. Tomic, V. Tomovic, D. Mayer, D. Czuchnowsky, K. Pryke, P. Mcrchildon.
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FRONT: B. Menie, P. Pooley, J. Deneou, G. Madeleine. BACK: B. Madeleine, P. Luborski,
B. Whitlock, R. Romain, J. Goyeau, B. Sleightholm.
JAZZ CLUB
The Jazz Club is one of the
largest clubs on campus with
a wide and varied member-
ship.
D. Tupling, G. Lewis, J. Taliono, J. Hastings, M. Skoab, B. Greenwoy, M. Johnstone, R. Griffin, P.
Riforgiato, S. Hogan, K. Compeau, S. Deneau, l. Nowakiwskyi. Piano: F. Damore, M. Tilka.
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RADIO CLUB
The radio club is one of the most impressive
groups on campus. This newly formed club
shows great promise in returning to the fine









The purpose of The newly formed
chess club is To give iTs members The
chance To exercise Their menTal abili-
Ties aT one of The mosT challenging
games.
T. Marra, T. Soda, M. Graveson, B. Ellis, J. Sullivan, (3. Moreno, F. ChaboT, R. ZaraTe, F. Fazio, R.
Zancma, C. Morin, S. Weissert, L. Roy, D. McArThur, D. Griffore, G. Schincariol.
 
FRONT: D. McTavish, J. Lucenie, J. CoTnam, D. Edwards, J. Goyeau, J. STrocke, B. Roper, T. LuTzac.




The LaTin American Dance
Club has been formed by
The LaTin American sTudenTs
of The campus wiTh The sole
purpose of Teaching SouTh
American rhyThms To any-
body inTeresTed in good
dancing. Such Tro p i cal
rhyThms as The Pachanga,
Merengue, Cha-Cha, Bolero
and oThers are now popular
and enioyed by universiTy
sTudenTs.





   
STANDING; Dr. G. Dispas, H. Korteweg, F. Zanat’ra, R. Ciganovic, L. Page, M. Percival, R. Taves, S.




Dans une atmosphere loin des exigences de la classe,
Le Cercle Frangais donne a ces membres l‘opportunité de
practiquer le frangais parmi des égaux. Le Cercle avec
l'aide des professeurs de frangais preseme égalemen‘r une
programme de culture franqais et de diverfissemem.












aim of the Spanish




of Spanish as a
second language
grows the mem-








J. Makohon, S. McNally, M. Korol, V. Yaworsky, Dr. W. lsajiw, W. Zubrycky, M. Smeniuk, T. Michal—
czuk, M. Skaab, D. Czuchnowsky, E. Telka. ABSENT: Dr. W. Romanov.
 
STANDING: R. Zerate, K. St. John, R. Sandor, R. Robinson, Dr. Urtiaga, G. Schincariol, F. Zonatta, R.

























The Iona Club provides a balanced
program of religious education and
social activities for students of the
United Church on campus. Their
moderator is Rev. Dr. V. F. Mc-
Eachern.
  
    
THOMAS MORE SOCIETY
FRONT ROW: C. Doyle, K. Reynell, A. Pinto, Fr. Kennedy, R. Vigna, L. Johnston.
Butler, A. Brennan, L. Roy, M. Shortall, D. Wong Sing, F. Shum, S. Van Kuren, S. Trudeau. BACK ROW:
R. Sharp, A. Weiler, D. Lough, C. Kobus, M. Kearns, B. Wylie.
TOO
MIDDLE ROW: R.
       
A. Gold (Pres), E. Barron (Vice-Pres), Dr. V. F. McEachern (Chaplain), B. Sweet (See).
The Thomas More Society is an
association of Catholic students or-
ganized for the pursuit of intellectual
development and stimulation. The
Society sponsors guest speakers and
discussions on such topics as the new
liturgy, the role of the modern lay-









FRONT ROW: C. Fabok, Treos; J. Rennie, Pres; G. Jenkins, Sec. BACK ROW: R. Penner, Study Group




 FRONT ROW: A. Sungc, Fr. Weiler, S. Trudeau.BACK ROW: D. Griffore, S. Schutt, P. Henley, S. VcnKuren, B. Wiley.IOI
  


















; SITTING: M. Prete, J. Asher, D. Newman,
{I ‘ STANDING: J. Zechner, T. Mousseou, MT Bench, A. Long, D‘ Mortimore.
E; PROGRESSIVE







M. Gaugel, B. Stead, H. Lewin, J. Hastings”
CONSERVATIVES
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M. Connelly, R. Bruce, R‘ Young, J. Weir, T. Morgan (Pres), B. Delishny, G. Richards.
DEBATING SOCIETY
The Debating Society continues to enioy a growing mem-
bership as well as activities which bring other university
debating teams to our campus as well as carry the name
David Neuman, a debater from Osgoode Hall explains to his op-
ponents the finer points of the topic: resolved that student demon:
of Windsor to other schools. This year, an activity of par-
ticular interest was the University of Windsor Invitational
Debates. The University of Ottawa took top honors.
strations increase as the ability to understand decreases. Behind







. rw—-‘m—u&———RIIJ-Jllh4 I ﬂat la!" 3' NI!»
G. Jones, E. Lochonce, E. Benoit, M. Pigeon, W. Jonzen, D. Connolly, R. W. Bristow, D. Thorns, U. Schneider, G. Tench, G. Wikki, Bill Swindells,
J. Demers, C. Schmelzle, Bill Darovny, D. Poole, B. Ackerf, J. Paribello, H. Vokhoria, T. Tucn Dung, 8. Vernon, A. Beneteou, G. Bernans, B. Way-
E. Clark, T. Bieiski. SECOND ROW: M. Wira, J. Lucente, C. Masterson, mouth.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY
D. Thoms, D. Mortimore, A. Eby, Wolf Pastorius, A. Hills, B. Boormon, Burgener, D. Hogg, B. Reissner, L. Meloche, V. DiGiovonni, E. Krupko,
B. Leeper, J. McGee, W. Ritchie, R. Riuuro, J. Romanick, J. Stanley, R. Shabley, G. Hayes, M. Patterson, K. Miles, L. Pickord, D. Kreibich, B.
J- LUkES, R‘ Gaspar, V. DGnTzer, M~ Livingston. SECOND ROW: C. Perl, P. Fox, A. Bonsignore, D. Diamontini, N. Tolri, B. Dorovny, J. Libu
rdi, F. Salvi.
 
   
 
     






A pensive newcomer watches.Mr. Kelly and assistant watch and listen carefully for potential talent.
 
\\
The early stages of producing a fine play.A careful reading of the script for the correct interpretation.
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FIRST ROW: A. Von Eck, M. Hawken, J. Romanick. SECOND ROW: L.
Holley, B. Arﬁngstall, R. Osborne, D. McPhee, B. Leeper, G. Arnell. THIRD
ROW: L. Havelock, L. Tripp, G. McGugan, R. Wyszynski, E. Miller, T.
 
Bielski. FOURTH ROW: D. Patter§on, P. Baxter, M. Clecry, M. Kurtz, T.




B. Maguire, G. Calvert, J. Barry, T. Laird (Chairman), P. Reniff, G. Houston, N. Marsden, J. Kauffman.
CANADIAN UNION OF STUDENTS
This year a local C.U.S. committee was established to
administer national, regional, and local proiects. This
committee consisted of a Chairman, Travel Director, Edu-
cation Director, Publicity Director, Treasurer, Secretary,
Faculty Representatives, and Men's and Women's Resi-
dence Council Representatives. The positions of Vice-
Chairman and International Education Co-ordinator are
to be added next year.
The projects undertaken by this year's Committee were:
securing student tutors for the Community Services; estab-
lishing a program for high school Visitations; setting up a
booth and panel discussion on financing of higher educa-
tion, sponsoring a blood drive, C.U.S. life insurance plan,
and C.U.S. flight to Europe; representation on the Com-
mittee on Student Discipline and Commission on Student
Government; attending Graduate, Undergraduate and
C.U.S.O. meetings; representation at two conferences of
109
the Ontario Region of the Canadian Union of Students;
and C.U.S. T.V. and radio announcements on financing
of higher education.
Nationally, C.U.S. priorities for the year were Financial
Means survey; Education Action program; National Stu-
dent Day; C.U.S.—U.G.E.Q. relations; Indian Affairs; Stu-
dent Government Research Service; Representation to Gov-
ernments —— voting age, loan scheme, external affairs,
Bureau of Graduate Studies, Immigration Department,
Housing Act, Capital Punishment, Birth Control, and Fed-
eral Grants to Provinces.
As well, C.U.S. was concerned with International Stu-
dent Conference and International Union of Students; In-
ternational Affairs; Athletics; Interregional Scholarship
Exchange Plan, Student Services — discounts, insurance,






















































Maurice Miskow, Pres; Buck Madden, Vice Pres; Ken

























SITTING: D. LaMarche; J. Doucet; A. ThurIow.



















































































Piano: Dr. C. Morey; Clarinet; Murray Dresser; Soprano; Shirley Schlorff.
Viola: Karl Shier; Violin: Phil Street; Cello: Margaret Krause; Bass: Lorry Pohiola.
  
Phil Schmidt, Susan Schutt, Susan Weissert, Richard Dove, Pauline Johnson, Bonnie Reid, Brian Wiley,
Karen O'Rourke, Marylyn Lobadie, Ruth Anne Atkinson, Anita Sunga, Denise Quin (Piano).
MUSIC SOCIETY
On the evening of February 6, the Music Society presented a concert of Cham- '
ber Music in the University Centre. Presented, were selections from Schubert and
Brahms. A few of the numbers on the program included Schubert's Impromptu
in B-flat, Op. 142, no. 3., with Catherine Costigan on the piano; Der Hirt out dem
Felsen, Op. posth. i29 with Clarinet Obbligato by Murray Dresser and soprano
solo by Shirley Schlorff, and Brahms' Sonata in E minor, Op. 38 with Tom Akeley








































SITTING: Lillian Lee, Miss W. Fraser, Anita Sungo. STANDING; Remon Sood, Raoul Zorcte. ABSENT: J.
Akinfolo, G. Bell, George Merino, Don McAr'rhur:
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION
ADVERTISING BUREAU
Kathy Davidson—Diredor  
   
FRONT ROW: O/Cclf. G. Richards, 2/Lr. K. Wilson, Mai. P. Deneau, Rosslfer, P. S. Carson. ROW 3: B. Cassie, W. Fuller, R, Timmerman,
O/Cdr. J. Morris, O/Cdt. E. Mousseau. SECOND ROW: O/Cdt. H. D. Manning.
Kranenburg, B. G. DeBloeme, D. A. Brennan, R. Anderson, P. S.
ARMED FORCES ON CAMPUS
Tri Service Ball—Feb. 4
(Receiving Line)
Capt. J. L. Neveu, R.C.N. & Mrs. Neveu, Cadet Capi.
ROTP (R.C.N.) B. Beaudry 8x Miss C. Ethier; Officer
Cadet, C.O.T.C. (3. Edwards & Miss P. Sloan.
H7   
 
SITTING: M. Frakas, C. Tuttle, J. Talliano, G. Gauvreau,
(Pres), P. Boschetto, J. Madigan, M. Frankie. STANDING:
  
M. Tilka, R. Griffin, C. Herring, H. Herring, J. Hastings, S.
Hogan, R. Kinzie, M. A. Monck.
FILM SOCIETY
The Film Society is one of the few clubs on campus this year to show
an active profit, drawing crowds of over 600 to View their monthly
showings. The hard working executive have instituted an active publicity
campaign with numerous pamphlets and discussions given by leading
professors on the campus. The membership is one of the largest in cur-
rent years with approximately 200 students. A unique feature of the club
this year, scheduled to become an annual event, was the presentation
of a Film Festival with a showing of 4 films from the French School of
theatre. These films were: La Peau Douce, La Femme Mariee, Les Quatre-
Cents Coups, and Jules et Jim.
G. Gauvreau, President.
Executive: A. Lozynsky, P. Boscetto, G. Gauvreau, J. Taliano, C. Hindmarsh, B. Butler.
  
On Dec. 9, The Committee of Active Students presented a seminar on defending the "right"; and Mr. W. Kashton [National Leader of the
Canada‘s Future — Right or Left? Shown here are: G. Richards, Communist Party) advocating the "left."



























in January, W.U.Si held its Share Campaign. One of the here with two of the collectors is the "lovely" Stephen
high lites was the ugliest man on campus contest. Pictured Hague—the winneri
_
 
            
    
Of course we must bear in
 
 
mind what Plato said. 
AvonThis is Paul Gougeon for
 





























Good little boy scouts,
that's us.
do is watch T.V.
  











EXECUTIVE COUNCIL: FIRST ROW: Bud Purcell, Jim Diem (Vice-President), Bruce White (President), Bob
Tartaglia. SECOND ROW: John Allen, Johnny LaPorta, Hugh O'Neil, Bob Krause. THIRD ROW: Ian
Alexander, Brian Kasta, John Roberts, Arnold Godin, Dick Moriarity [Director of Athletics).
This year under the capable leadership of Mr. Dick
Moriarity and Bruce White the Men's Athletic Council has
shown a marked improvement in the organization and
controlling of intro-mural and intercollegiate sports. In-
dicative of this improvement is the fact that there are now
two commissioners for almost every sport offered, and at
least one representative from each faculty on the Council.
The total membership of the Council is now 39, and in—
creasing every year. The growth of the Athletic Council
I24
parallels the growth of our university; both are growing
in numbers as they are growing in strength.
The pride of the Council is the Doctor Perry Memorial
Trophy which is awarded to the faculty with the most
athletic competition points gained during the year. This
trophy is symbolic of the great esteem in which athletics
is held in the minds of both the students and the faculty.
The Men's Athletic Council considers the rendering of this
trophy the highest honor it can bestow upon the worthy
faculty.
 COMMISSIONERS: FIRST ROW: Mike Kane, Horry Hands, Bud Ryan, Jim Boriow, Jock Dempsey, Chuck
Zeilig, Mike Brode. SECOND ROW: John MickIe, Dave Watson, Ed D'Andreo, Rmon Goel, THIRD ROW:
Jim Lorrons, Joe Orczyk, Ken Miles, Don Mortimer, LAST ROW: Don Warren, Ken Badder, Harley Smith,
Joe Stomp, Greg Crawford, PhTI McCullough, Poul Thibeauh‘
PUBLICITY: FIRST ROW: Blayton Earle, Bob Nodalin, Bernie Quinlan, SECOND ROW: Jim Wilkinson, Greg
Crawford, Phil Waier‘
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Center: R. J. Blizchuk
Guard: B. J. Lukes
  
B. P. Trembley
. ~: TEAM STANDINGS J' Stem”.t.
Tackle: Ken Miles
I Won Lost Tie R' Thomas
v F. J. Mallot
Arts ll 3 I 0 D. Hofford
‘ Engineers 2 2 0 End: I. D. Clark
~ J. Paul
I. I Arts | 2 l B. Tomico
l Commerce 1 l L. Thomas
ital Science 1 1 Halfback: J. Cohoon
D. R. Cole
I;
Wingback: J. H. Smith
i if P. W. Godin _








} Co-Captains: Mike Baker ,' Angelo Zaccheo
‘ ' Dave DUdley Center: Bob Jackson
Centre: Tom Jacobsen Guard: J. Pickford >
Guard: Bill Scarfia D. DeVriesse 933
Steve Honey Ozzie Stahl 3. -}
Tackle: Dave Dudley Tackle: B. Sinclair
John Thorpe J. Hogan ;
30b Lazarus End: B. Simon 9 ‘
End: Mike Gaugel Angelo Zaccheo 3 ,
Geoffrey Weiss D. Hanwell E v
Joe SheEhO” Halfback: Gary Minello I:
Halfback: Jim Sweeney Mike McGarvey I















   
 
  









FRONT ROW: Ron Shobley, Chuck Allen, Bart Brown, Jim Hammondl Joe Wolley, John Robens. BACK
ROW: Jerry Wiley (Coach), Bud Ryan, Al McMillan, Phil McCullough, Dove Seton, Nick Grcbowski
(Coach).
FRONT ROW; Liz Lewicki, Pa’rricia Gilbert, Doreen Goroyeb, Kaye Montgomery, Agnes
Farkos (right to left); BACK ROW: John Modigon, Poul Thibeault, Bob McNichol, Mrl

















FRONT ROW: Pat Steele, Pat Kilroy, Ron Campbell, Greg Gavin, Paf Rossifer.
BACK ROW: Bodin Chodoriwisky, Colin McKenna, Ken Woodall, Charlie Steele

























   
Instructor Albert Linnel, Morino Middleton, Roger Belond, Leo Bouckh0ut, Ron Renwick, Al
Weiler, Peter
Grimwood, Jon Britton, Poul Grimwood.
 
Here are some










ARTS | HOCKEY TEAM
HOCKEY








ARTS ll HOCKEY TEAM
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VOLLEYBALL ALL STARS (7’): Eugene Telkc, Al Evans, Dave McNamara, Charley S'reele, Leo Rossi’rer,




FIRST ROW: Mike McGarvey, Buzz Hossett, Ron Innocenfe. SECOND ROW:
Norb Keller, Jim Diem, Roger Foche, Ozzie Stahl.
ENGINEERS
John McDonald, Jerry Delvecchio, Harold Hornick, Brian Boormon, Kc:in








   
  
 
   
 
  
     
SCIENCE
FIRST ROW: Doug Frowley, Ron McGuire, Dave Missell. SECOND
ROW: Jim Mitchell, Jerry Kuhl, Mike Chelep, Ward Parsons.
  
ARTS ll
BACK ROW: Norm LeiVoie, Brion Stead, Barry Morynick. FRONT
ROW: Art Morin, Larry Field, Jay Joyce.
ARTS ll
FRONT ROW: Lorry Foley, Bill Elkins, Bernie Wytzinski, Joe Leonard.
BACK ROW: John Flefi, Thomas Hunt, John Jackson, Dave Madden,
Steve Mohoni
ARTS I
FRONT ROW: Poi Rossiter, Ken Viecu, Joe Orczyk, Tom Prinzing,
Eugene Telka. BACK ROW: Paul Vaughn, Dick Williams, Jim McGee,
Tim McLaughlin, Brion McMillon.
   






The man who makes the Lancers go. Since his arrival as head
coach, Mr. Samaras has brought four O-QlAA. conference
championships, and two national championships to this university.





As coach of The Crusaders Mr, Chinaro has the iob of developing
The future Lancers. We believe he has done his lab very well.







































































     
Here are some of the Lancers in practice under the watch-
tul eye of Coach Samoros.
Note the intent expressions on the faces of some of ’ v A r v‘ V ‘ mm
the Lancers. ‘ . u A‘ ,4‘ I, i
V K 'v 4' 2‘













This signals the end of
practice and the beginning
of the real thing.
Every teacher wishes for
such undivided attention.
  




 Now the rest of The Lancers show Their sfuff.
Here, Marty hits for €wo‘
 
Dave McWha of the line.
   






These are the results of all that practice and work
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 fo righi: John c ultough, D. Fle have Seyvke, Al Vineﬂe, Gerry BunceidAluyn Deéom‘cy,
Tervy Griffin, Paul Houle, Jim Murray, Coach: ; hinuro. Absent: Tdm l. Dudley,‘]oe Quai. ' I .
 
  
   
   
CHEERLEADERS
Liz Chappels, Viola Koslowski, Sharon Watson, Tom Prinzing, Don Mortimer, and Paul Bates show some
of the tricky formations which they have not been able to accomplish during a season game yet; but
they keep trying.
Wally Wyzinski Joe Orczyk
Marilyn (Bear) Hawken Liz Chappels
Paul Bates Don Mortimer




Mrs. Thomson is Assistant Athletic Director and head of
women's athletics, Moreover, she coaches three of the
intercollegiate teams and is a volleyball instructor in the
Physical Education programme. Under her direction, on
extensive athletic programme has been developed in the
last few years, .
Linda Menard, W.A.C. Presndent.
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC COUNCIL
This year the Women's Athletic Council is a spirited and a going concern.
The Council supervised six intercollegiate teams and organized sixteen intramural
sports, thus presenting an athletic programme which gives every girl ample op-
portunity to complete the athletic phase of her college life.
BACK ROW: Janet Morel, Jane Clancy, lneke Brand, Pam Borthwick, Sandy
McNally, Mary Prete, Fran Lacey, Anne Emerson. FRONT ROW: Linda Me-
nard, Jeanne Thompson, Fran Jenich, Oxana Liszczak, Mrs. Thomson, Mari-















































































































   TRACK AND HELD
The first year of women's track and field proved to be relatively
successful. Approximately ten girls enthusiastically practised
under the able coaching of Archie Green. They have laid the
foundation for a more expanded track and field programme.
 
FRONT ROW: Oxana Liszczak, Donna Grundy, Pat Wilson, Jeanne
Thompson BACK ROW: Anne Emerson, Mary O'Brien, Jackie Dawe,
Linda Menard.
 
Betty Boylan, Collette Morin, Pam Maskery, Hermie Korteweg,
Marilyn Biddle.
The badminton team is to be congratulated for
their good showing in tournaments this year. They
were outstanding in both singles and doubles
competition.
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SWIMMING
  
FRONT ROW: Bonny McPhail, Dorothy Pitters, Lorelei Tripp, Linda Menard, lncke Brand,


























As in past years, the U. of Windsor girls' swim team in competi-
tion. With increased pool time and harder workouts under coach
Nick Grabowski and assistant coach Jerry Wiley, the 196566 team
is one of the best in the history of women's inter—collegiate swim—








































ROW: Mary Prete, Sue Stauth. MIDDLE ROW: Jane Clancy, Pam
ck, Brenda Steel, Joyce Lambert, Gail Pirie. BACK ROW: Anne




Under the guidance of their coach "Sis" Thomson,
the girls' basketball team has succeeded in develop-
ing a skilful group of girls who provided keen
competition against all other teams. This year they
participated in tournaments held at Western and
McMaster.
VOLLEYBALL
The Women's intercollegiate Volleyball team has proven
itself to be one of the best our university has had. The team
came out on top under the leadership of its captain Oxana
Liszczak and the coaching of Mrs. William “Sis” Thomson.




SOPHOMORE TEAM: Ingrid Haesler, Marion Duquelfe, Judy Kwapasz, Gloria
Thiberr, Anne Emerson, Marge Holman, Sue Starrtlw, Brenda Steel, Pam
Searles.
JUNIOR TEAM: Jeanne Thompson, Jane Clancy, Susan Parr, Janet Mor
rell, Pam Borrhwick,
Bonny Storryl
SENlOR TEAM: Fran Lacey, Linda Menard, Mary Prefe.










JUNIORS: Front Row: Marion Duqueffe, Gloria Thiberf, Ka’rhy Campeau,
Janice Bednarick. Back Row: Bonnie McPhail, Su SfauTh, Maryann Mul-




SENIORS: Linda Menard, Fran Lacey, Mary Prete, Madeline Lori, Mary
Laframboise.





















        
COMMERCE CHAMPIONSHIP FOOTBALL TEAM: From Row: Ed Kulperger, Ozzie Sfohl, Barry
Pickford,
Bob Stevenson, Tom Honwell. Second Row: Jim Hogan, Jim Wilkinson, Lorry Szorski, Angelo Zaccheo,










COMMERCE CHAMPIONSHIP BASEBALL TEAM: Front Row: John McNamara, Al Wilson, Lorry Ke
ns, Buzz
















































































The student body of the University of Windsor wishes to thank the
following persons who so graciously patronized the Ambassador
Yearbook.
Dr. G. Bernstein Dr. R. L. LeFave
Miss Helen M. CarefooI, B.A. Dr. R. A. Meharry
Mildred H. Doyle Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Montrose
Mrs. E. C. Hatch Dr. R. M. Sanderson
Yuffy and Yuffy (Burrs) A Friend
  
THE WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION
offers greetings and best wishes to
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
on its growth and extension
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION. I965-I966
ELECTED TRUSTEES
Ward I ____________________________________________________________________________________ K. C.’ Hortop, B.A.
Ward M ____________________________________________________________________________ G. Alan Buchanan, B.A.
Ward ||I .......................................... R. J. Whih‘y, M.D., D.A.B., F.|.C.S., F.A.C.S.
Ward IV ____________________________________________________________________________________ G. M. Gran‘r, QC.
Ward V ________________________________________________________________________________________________ D. W. Gray
APPOINTED TRUSTEES
Separate Schools Vocational School
T. Meconi, B.A. George Lacy
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. L. F. Batterson
  
WINDSOR CHAPTER
ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS
CARTER-FRASER G. ANDREW McELROY
W. C. CROSBIE SHEPPARD, MASSON, BRAND &
WM. J. HILLIKER LANGLOIS
J. G. HRENO J. P. THOMSON ASSOCIATES
JOHNSON-McWHINNIE TRACE & GLOS
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Miss Barbara Craig
Mr. Robert Sperandio
Directress of Electa Hall
Asst. Director of Men's Residences
Rev. J. F. O'Neill, C.S.B.
Director of Residences
Mrs. Mona Kein
Asst. Directress of Electa Hall
ASSUMPTIBN UNIVERSITY
FOUNDED W 1857
Conducted by Basilian Fathers
Residences for Men and Women attending the University of Windsor
400 Huron Line CL 254—3783
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325 OueIIe’r’re Ave.
 
graJuah'on 6mm . . .
For an appropriate and acceptable graduation gift, give
a Rideau Watch. This famous watch is noted for accuracy
and long service; the I7-iewel movement is made in Swit-
BIRKS
zerland especially for Birks.
FURS BY ARPIN






For Women Who Like The Very Best
AUDREY FASHIONS LTD.
492 PeIissier Street (AT Maiden Lane)
  CANADIAN IMPERIALBANK OF COMMERCEOver I300 branches To serve you
IT IS OUR SINCERE HOPE THAT
YOU GRADUATES OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
FIND GREAT REWARD AND PERSONAL SATISFACTION













   
  
   
 
   
        
It’s funny how a little piece of paper can put you
in a whole new world
Getting your driver’s license makes the whole Not for rides (although you like the feeling when
world a brighter place to live in. you give somebody a lift).
You can move. But for their |ives..And their property.
Without pestering Mom or Dad to drive you. So don’t take chances. Don’t try to prove any-
Without depending on anybody else. thing when you drive—except that you are qualified
But now a lot of other people are suddenly de- to do it.
pending on you. in every way.












































THE STORE THAT CATERS TO THE
UNIVERSITY STUDENT
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES
368 Ouellette Ave. Phone 254-7878
Compliments of
WIPP PEST CONTROL COMPANY
SANITARY MAINTENANCE
Janitorial Services and Supplies
253-3562 288 Pitt St. E.
W. I. BONDY 8. SONS LTD.
QUALITY SHOES
126 Ouellette Ave. Windsor, Ont.
 
MAJOR REALTY of WINDSOR
WINDSOR'S LEADING REALTY FIRM
Ph. 252‘5727 — 302 Ouellette Ave.
945—2335 —- Lauzon & Tecumseh
C. D. BRUNER, Realtor
GENERAL REAL ESTATE
OVER 20 YEARS




Ph. 2538992 129 Ouellette Ave.
HORSEBACK RIDING, HAYRIDES















270 Erie St. E. at McDougaII
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
Phone 252—6511
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M of 1ndsor
RESTAURANT AND TAVERN
155 comm: AVE. - Windsor, omrro Tau-3:92
A Delightful Experience in Dining
ROAST PRIME
RIB OF BEEF
OPEN DAILY 11:30 A.M. TO I A.M.
SUNDAYS NOON TO 8 P.M.
‘ Free Parking '
     Ballroom DancingFOXTROT, RUMBA, WALTZ, TANGO, I .SWING, CHA-CHA7‘ Confidence — tun — Accomplishments IOur easy teaching method and a trialwill convince you.INTRODUCTORY OFFER: ‘3 Private Lessons for $5.00 IGROUP INSTRUCTIONS '$1.00 per person per lessonFOR INFORMATION CALL:EMILE DANCE STUDIO1645 Ottawa Street Windsor, OntarioPhone 252—4203
' Mk; , m "
  
<>z>3o3 $.55
.00» 42:33... an... m.
2.539 nuwbooo
<< ZOmOn II OZ._.>.~_O  
 DRINK MORE FRESH MILK Nothing Equals the Glamour
Of a FINE LAZARE' FUR
 
FOR HEALTH Over the years Lazare's has been known as specialist
in Fine Furs offering only outstanding quality, authentic
styling—Furs fashioned by experts, surprisingly moderate
in prices. And, you have the advantage of a very large
selection from which to choose.
MILK EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL [AZARFS mks




FUNERAL HOME LTD.  I567 OueIIe’rte Avenue
[i Jim Mitchell Vince Gagnier Lou Popovich
i 254-25I5




BEST WISHES FOR THE FUTURE
A. HORVATH
JEWELLER




Byron Blueprinting Service Ltd.
 
662 Pelissier Phone 254-8662
WINDSOR
i 494 Pelissier St., Opposite the Y.M.C.A.
Phone CL. 4-2982 l
"Over 68 Years in Windsor"
S
B A N W E L L ' S TWO LOCATIONS
TiETTE‘R EEGGAGE (rd GIFT SHOP Wyandotte & Patricia Phone 256-5036
e Big op w't t e Qua it Line ' ' _
Men's and Women's Lulggage, Brief Eases, Trunks umversny & cram/ford Phone 256 5200
L , Handbags, Leather Gift Items Windsor Onforio
BRUCE w. COLE, Propt, Res. Phone CL. 2-9689 '
BUSINESS SKILLS LIKE A SHOPPING VISIT TO EUROPE
Developed by
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION 345 ouelleﬁe Windsor
DAY SCHOOL — NIGHT SCHOOL Phone 253_8465
WINDSOR 0
BUSINESS COLLEGE ANTIQUE OR MODERN JEWELLERY
709 Oueliette Ave. Ph. 253-4921 SILVERWARE AND DIAMONDS 
   
   




   
  
(OO~square-foo+ STU“.menf the new $25,000,000
New
 
   
   
 
OAKVILLE
Motor CO. will 1mm “53’” :"
Ford to Spend Ford hiring
$50,000,000 for 2nd shift-m.r a! truck plant ‘ "‘0W[ﬁns 52‘“
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_. tgueﬁon of a car assemb)2&1“: in the St‘ Thomas-Talbot}:111a area.’ /
  
0mg;
Ford Molor c 2 ‘
132: my. 4°‘A°{.Ca"ada ~
Ford inveistiré p us
Windsor, Ont.— LaSoclété Ford
Ford ,nada ‘va dépenser $20,000,o
¥ “.m- modernlser son uslne No 2
" " ' de transmissions et chassis,
' "7’ Windsor, et en renouveler l'é
’ ' qulpement, 31m d'accrom-e sacs
Ppacité de production. C'est ce
iqu'a annoncé aujourd'hui M. Karl?
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 “‘ done ’r’nural ovar'« .o













’ READY-MIX CONCRETE *
, PATIO BLOCKS IN 5 COLORS *
STIIIIIIIG
‘ BUILDING MATERIALS LTD.
RIVARD CLEANERS LIMITED
783 WYANDOTTE E
SHIRT LAUNDERING LEATHER REEINISHINO
INSURED COLD STORAGE












SEWER plpE * O'NEILL BERNHARDT I.TD.
DISTINGUISHED INTERIORS
FOR HOME & OFFICE
Complete Planning Service
I645 WyandoIIe E. 254-7568
 
2494 Riverside Dr. E.
252-7241
 2840 UNIVERSITY W.
COMPLINIENTS OF
Rudy's Barber Shop
FOR THE FINEST IN
PERSONALIZED HAIRCUTS AND HAIR CARE
RIGHT UNDER THE BRIDGE
166  
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The student well equipped for making
the most of future opportunities ‘ ,
carries a slim red volume on
. . . . l ‘ n7 3 mum(mo/m




There are 9 B of M BRANCHES in the WINDSOR AREA




SALUTES THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
ALDERMEN
ROY MOORE WILLIAM RIGGS
MRS. C. MONTROSE DR. ROY PERRY
ROY BATTAGELLO BERT WEEKS




SUN PARLOR ADVERnsmG VETERAN (AB or WINDSOR no.
24 Hour Service
Publishers & Printing Equ'pped wuh 2 way Radlo
Michigan Licenses
Newspaper— Books


















We recognize that owners, architects and engineers want early occupancy and quality construction at
lowest cost. For this reason we employ top-notch engineers, superintendents, and tradesmen . . . with
a long background of experience . . . and with the ability to measure quality and to expedite. We
operate a large fleet of equipment to cut costs and to ensure early delivery. It is this concept that
is responsible for our growing list of new and repeat clients. Before you build, be sure to investigate
our record. Write Eastern Construction Company Limited, Box 96, Walkerville, or Box 504, Station
F, ,' ‘
Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada.




” . . . . . AND HE SAT AT THE FEET OF THE MASTERS AND WAS SHOWN THE __
PATH TO ENLIGHTENMENT I . .
TO OUR FRIENDS THE FACULTY AND STUDENT BODY AT THE UNIVERSITY.
MAY THIS AGE-OLD DEFINITION OF LEARNING BE YOURS TO ENJOY AND
CHERISH.
MAY IT BE ENRICHED WITH THE JOYS OF GIVING AND RECEIVING THE
SEEDS OF WISDOM AND THUS MAY WISDOM BE HARNESSED TO THE BETTER-
MENT OF THE CONDITION OF MAN IN OUR TIME AND IN ALL THE TIME TO
COME.





RéiAiiD alsous Hous: MOVER
GENERAL CONTRACTOR We Move, Buy 8. Sell
From Anywhere -— to Anywhere LL
Foundations and All Kinds of Repairs A SIZE HOUSES
253-5530
Res. Raymond Renaud 547 Oak 253-5530




Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade marks







BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA
Branches
1550 Huron Line ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,256-5448
1357 Ottawa ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,254-3267
487 Ovuellef’re ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,252-2791
















B. & C. ENGRAVING COMPANY
Plastic Nameplates and Signs
2 and 3 Dimensional Engraving
Steel Stamps and Dies
Molds, Hops.









STAFFORD FOODS llMITED RENT-All CO.
 
Suppliers of Basic Food Materials To
:1 I T H I ‘ l . T'T Tonal Cofe’rerias I
1' Resmumn 5' O .els' m I bl Chair & Table Rental SerVIce
go and HospITals Across Canada
, Head Office: Folding Chairs
37 Hanna Ave, Toronto 3, Onfario
. Banquet & Bridge Tables
Local RepresenTaTIve:
Mr. R. Domm
BOX 782, Kingsvillezomorio 2894 Universlfy W. 254-7300
T. Meconi, B.A.




s w & A BUSES WINDSOR'S LEADING DEPARTMENT STORE















58 Park 5? E. Opposite Tunnel
. C II . 2547717
WINDSOR — CANADA ‘5‘" 5"" O or 2545484
TRY OUR BREAKFAST SPECIAL _
954 UniversiTy Ave. Phone 254-8688





Natural Gas Beneﬁts 2490 MCDOUgGH
Ph. 966-I I l I
CHATHAM, ONT.
I 325 Merriﬁ Ave.
 
Heating — Cooling — Automalic ——- Clean -— Safe Ph. ELgin 4<OO7O
SARNIA, ONT.















I468 Universin Ave., W. CL 2—II03
JOHN WEBB
CLASS RINGS A SILVER TROPHY CUPS
Diomonds—WoIches——Jewe|lery
















"VIIH‘S' feature-s I I‘qllor
«)phisliraléd Iashionx









BR EAD—SWEET GOODS—CAK ES
London — AmhersIburg —- Chtham
ONTARIO


















JEWELLERY 8. CHINA SHOP
Diamonds, Watches, China, Silverware, Gifts
Canada's Largest Selection of
English Bone China
Cut Crystal, Stemware and Rosenthal China
I88 OUELLETTE AVENUE
Phone 22536098
Compliments and Best Wishes
G. A. INGRAM CO. (Canada) LTD.
HOSPITAL, PHYSICIANS' AND
LABORATORY SUPPLIES
Phone CL 4-6484 IIOI Ouellette Ave.
WINDSOR, ONT.
G. G. McKEOUGH limited
l534 Windsor Ave. Windsor, Ontario
Dial 256-3436 and 2525170
FARRELL'S PHARMACY LIMITED
I495 Tecumseh Rd. at Gladstone ~— Windsor, Ont.
 
Compliments of





JAMES RICHARDSON & SON
Stocks—Bonds—Mutual Funds
Commodities
254-5141 656 Ouellette Ave.
O'HALLORAN ELECTRIC
Industrial and Commercial Lighting
Specialize in Fluorescent Lighting
CL 2-8095 24 Hour Service
I5I9 Wyandotte St. E. Phone CL 2—8329
MONARCH MATTRESS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Spring-Filled Mattresses, Box Springs
Hollywood Beds
 
TRIANGLE CONTRACTING CO. LTD.
Steel Erectors — Building Contractors
General Contractors -— Caulking
Industrial, Commercial, Domestic
CRANE RENTALS
All Types of Weldinq










THE HOUSE OF LEE
SPECIALIZING IN
CHINESE 8. CANADIAN FOODS
: BUSINESS MENS LUNCHEON SPECIALS
3: OPEN 10:30 AM. TILL 3:30 AM,
HOME DELIVERY
Catering to Weddings, Banquets, Parties
For Information Call Paul Lee
‘ g 567 Pelissier St., Windsor, Ontario
f Call 256-3115
IIMMIE’S FLOWERS
Flowers For Every Occasion
Potted Plants — Flowers by Wire
Jimmie & Evelyn Pouget
(Props)
AMHERSTBURG
Phone 736—2168 109 Sandwich N.
I. W. BRAITHWAITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR
FOR WONDER BUILDING - ROOFING - SIDING
BUILDING MAINTENANCE





DRY CLEANERS — SHIRT LAUNDERERS
COLD STORAGE
909 Riverside Dr. E. at Parent — Ph. 254-4364
 
CLARKE TRAVEL SERVICE
254-4397 76 University Ave. W.
  
CUSTOM ORNAMENTAL
IRON & FENCE CO. LTD.




656 University Ave. W.
Windsor, Ontario
 
WINDSOR PACKER'S COMPANY LTD.
REGAL BRAND
Phone CL 4-7581 Windsor, Ont‘
Tecumseh Road at Wellington Street
ROGER ALLAN LUMBER LTD.
Plywoods - Panelling - Hardware — Fencing
Paints - Recreation Rooms - Garages
254-5129
2187 Ottawa (At Monmouth)
252-2252
Newcmb ENTERTAINMENT IT IS EASIER To PAY OUR WAY!
ca'erlng '° The Home of Certified Perfect Diamonds
Air Cooled BANQUETS
3885 SANDWICH ST. w. WEDDING PARTIES CREDIT JEWELLERS. LIMITED
LOTS or FREE PARKWG '




J. & Josephine A. Smith, F.R.P.S.
110 Hill Street CL 4-5188 1616 Ouellette 253-9345
THE DOMINION HOUSE HOTEL
Where Particular People Congregate
Catering to
DINNERS—~BANQUETS———WEDD|NGS




CL 2—1177 745 Dutferin Place
WALKERVILLE PLUMBING CO.
LIMITED
801 Lincoln Road, at Cataraqui WALKERVILLE, ONT
Phone CL 3-5216 Atter Hours CL 241-4156
FOR BETTER LIVING
Buy Your Furniture at
TEPPERMAN'S
1214 Ottawa St. WINDSOR, ONT.
BARBARA WOOD
L l M I T E D
0 Telephone Answering Service
0 Direct Mail Advertising
O Secretarial Services
Phone CL 3-6341
504 Victoria Ave. Windsor, Ont.
@MI/Wﬂ
OFFICE SUPPLY LIMITED
CLea rwoter 6-4553 I44 Pitt Street W.
Compliments of
CHICKEN COURT







GM Leadership Starts With McKinnon
l
The only way to get to see the McKinnon-built
part of a GM car is by lifting
I the h
ood — or crawling underneath. That ’way
you can inspect the engine,
1 trans
mission, propeller shaft, differential and re
ar axle to your heart's content.
A Most peop
le are satisfied to know that these very importa
nt items are all there
l and
functioning smoothly in Canada's most popu
lar cars. And as long as most
'
, people ar
e satisfied, then we at McKinnon are satisfied to
o. You don't see what
l we build
very often — but even the best cars (GM cars)
wouldn't get very far
‘ with
out it! Gives us a warm feeling, knowing
that we’re needed‘ Have been



























































i NATIONAL PAINTING mummymm:L l
; & DECORATING lTD.
COMPANY (WINDSOR) LTD. ?
j
"THE FRIENDLY PAPER HOUSE" ‘














3 252-1144 — 253—171
5 MAINTENA







i Ce RYAN ND.
‘1.




T M RATE 3
j._
GOLF, TENNIS, BOWLING, BASKETBALL __
'
EQUIPMENT
Trophies For Every Sport 210 Detroit Street WINDSOR, ONTARIO 2075 Wyandotte W. 252-5705
WINDSOR BODY & FENDER LTD.
1850 University Ave. W. Office 256-4953
M. F. Betnac‘ni ——‘ Harold Bernac'ni
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE
Custom Painting & Body Work
  
BART EVON FURNITURE & COLONY SHOP
A MOST UNUSUAL STORE








Wigs —— Postiges —— Tinting —- Perms
Manicures —— Personalized Cuts
Latest European Styles




671 Wyandotte St. E. 253-3557
IF IT'S NEW — IT‘S FIRST AT
BROTHERHOOD'S "CAMPUS HALL"












3194 DEVON DRIVE, WINDSOR, ONTARIO
966-1320
WINOGRAD'S
LADIES‘ AND MEN‘S WEAR












I . . CompIimen’
rs of
Mary-Jo s Dresses & lingerie
2053 Wyondofte Street W.
Phone 256-4842 BOX 37




THE EDITORS OF ALL UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS WISH TO
THANK THEIR ADVERTISERS FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT
OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS. WITHOUT THIS THESE PUBLICA-
TIONS WOULD CEASE TO EXIST.
LEO O'CONNOR — Ambassador NANCY GRAY — Student Guide
JOHN GOYEAU — Lance DICK STRACKE — Generation
KATHERINE DAVIDSON — Advertising Manager
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To-day marks the completion of another edition of the Ambassador
Yearbook. It is the result of six months preparation, planning, and in
general, hard work. '
As you are well aware, this year's Ambassador has undergone sev-
eral changes in format and content. Among these are the deletion of
the undergraduate section, a more extensive coverage of organizations,
deletion of the padded cover in favor of a more deeply embossed grain,
and the addition of a more extensive introduction to the body of the
book.
A good number of these changes have been met with mixed reactions.
I assure you that none of these changes were made with out consulting
the opinion of others. None of them were implemented merely for the
sake of change itself. Too many editors, in striving to create some-
thing really new and different in the field of yearbooks, produce a
book which soon serves as little more than a shelf-filler. We have
attempted to avoid this pitfall.
A very Special thankyou to our small, but competent staff. As well,
we are grateful to Ray Look Kan for his excellent contributions, advice,
and suggestions. But most of all, we are grateful to you, the students,
for your patience while we rushed deeperately to meet our deadlines.
We hope you enjoy your copy of the 1966 Ambassador and will en-





    


























































































































































   
 
 
 
 
